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Domain-Sensitive Recommendation
with User-Item Subgroup Analysis
Jing Liu, Member, IEEE, Yu Jiang, Zechao Li, Member, IEEE, Xi Zhang,
and Hanqing Lu, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—Collaborative Filtering (CF) is one of the most successful recommendation approaches to cope with information overload in
the real world. However, typical CF methods equally treat every user and item, and cannot distinguish the variation of user’s interests
across different domains. This violates the reality that user’s interests always center on some specific domains, and the users having
similar tastes on one domain may have totally different tastes on another domain. Motivated by the observation, in this paper, we
propose a novel Domain-sensitive Recommendation (DsRec) algorithm, to make the rating prediction by exploring the user-item
subgroup analysis simultaneously, in which a user-item subgroup is deemed as a domain consisting of a subset of items with similar
attributes and a subset of users who have interests in these items. The proposed framework of DsRec includes three components: a
matrix factorization model for the observed rating reconstruction, a bi-clustering model for the user-item subgroup analysis, and two
regularization terms to connect the above two components into a unified formulation. Extensive experiments on Movielens-100K and
two real-world product review datasets show that our method achieves the better performance in terms of prediction accuracy criterion
over the state-of-the-art methods.
Index Terms—Recommender system, matrix factorization, user-item subgroup, collaborative filtering
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decades have witnessed the overwhelming supply
of online information with the evolution of the Internet.
Thus, recommender systems have been indispensable
nowadays, which support users with possibly different
judgments and opinions in their quest for information,
through taking into account the diversity of preferences and
the relativity of information value. Collaborative Filtering
(CF) is an effective and widely adopted recommendation
approach. Different from content-based recommender systems which rely on the profiles of users and items for predictions, CF approaches make predictions by only utilizing
the user-item interaction information such as transaction
history or item satisfaction expressed in ratings, etc. As
more attention is paid on personal privacy, CF systems
become increasingly popular, since they do not require
users to explicitly state their personal information [1].
Nevertheless, there still exist some problems which might
limit the performance of typical CF methods. On one hand,
user’s interests always center on some specific domains but
not all the domains. However, typical CF approaches do not
treat these domains distinctively. On the other hand, the
fundamental assumption for typical CF approaches is that
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users rate similarly on partial items, and hence they will rate
on all the other items similarly. However, it is observed that
this assumption is not always so tenable. Usually, the collaborative effect among users varies across different domains.
In other words, two users have similar tastes in one domain
cannot infer that they have similar taste in other domain.
Taking an intuitive example, two users who love romantic
movies probably have totally different preference in action
movies. Thus, it is more reasonable and necessary to automatically mine different domains and perform domain sensitive CF for recommender systems.
Numerous efforts have been paid on this direction. Generally, these efforts can be divided into two types. The first
type is to discover domains with the help of external information such as social trust network [2], product category
information [3], etc. In this paper we focus on the second
type called clustering CF, which only exploits the user-item
interaction information and detects the domains by clustering methods. Among algorithms of this type, some are oneside clustering in the sense that they only consider to cluster
either items or users [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. And others are twoside clustering, which make use of the duality between
users and items to partition both dimensions simultaneously [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. In most of clustering CF
approaches, each user or item is assigned to a single cluster
(domain). However, in reality, the user interests and item
attributes are not always exclusive, e.g., a user likes romantic movies does not means the user does not like other genre
movies, and a romantic movie could also be an war movie.
Thus, it is more natural to assume that a user or an item can
join multiple domains. Besides, most of these clustering CF
approaches are performed in a two-stage sequential process: domain detection by clustering and rating prediction
by typical CF within the clusters. One advantage of this
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed DsRec, which includes three components: rating prediction model (outlined with orange lines), domain detection
model (outlined with purple lines), and regression regularization terms (outlined with green lines). R is the user-item rating matrix. U and V are userspecific and item-specific latent factor representations, and Q and P are confidence distribution matrices of users and items. A and B are the regression coefficient matrices.

approach is to overcome the problem of scalability brought
by many memory-based CF techniques where the heavy
computational burden is brought by the similarity calculations. However, such divide-and-conquer style brings a
new problem, i.e., the algorithm cannot take full advantage
of the observed rating data which is limited and precious.
To address above problems, in this paper, we propose a
novel Domain-sensitive Recommendation (DsRec) algorithm assisted with the user-item subgroup analysis, which
integrates rating prediction and domain detection into a
unified framework. We call the proposed algorithm DsRec
for short, and illustrate its basic architecture in Fig. 1. There
are three components in the unified framework. First, we
apply a matrix factorization model to best reconstruct the
observed rating data with the learned latent factor representations of both users and items, with which those unobserved ratings to users and items can be predicted directly.
Second, a bi-clustering model is used to learn the confidence
distribution of each user and item belonging to different
domains. Actually, a specific domain is a user-item subgroup, which consists of a subset of items with similar
attributes and a subset of users interesting in the subset of
items. In the bi-clustering formulation, we assume that a
high rating score rated by a user to an item encourages the
user and the item to be assigned to the same subgroups
together. Additionally, two regression regularization items
are imported to build a bridge between the confidence

distribution of users (items) and the corresponding latent
factor representations. That is, the confidence distribution
over different subgroups (domains) in DsRec could be
considered as soft pseudo domain labels, to guide the exploration of the latent space. Thus, connected with the regression regularizations, DsRec could learn discriminative
and domain-sensitive latent spaces of users and items to
perform the tasks of rating prediction and domain identification. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to
jointly consider the both tasks by only utilizing user-item
interaction information. An alternate optimization scheme
is developed to solve the unified objective function, and the
experimental analysis on three real-world datasets demonstrates the effectiveness of our method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2, we overview some related work. Sections 3
and 4 elaborate the proposed model of DsRec and an efficient
iterative algorithm in details, respectively. The experimental
evaluations and discussions are presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper with future research directions.

2

RELATED WORK

2.1 Collaborative Filtering
According to [14], different CF techniques can be classified
into two classes: memory-based methods and model based
methods.
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Memory-based methods focus on finding similar
users [15] or items [16] for recommendation. These algorithms generally comply with the following steps: 1) calculate the similarity which reflects correlation between two
users or two items. Popular similarity measures include
Pearson correlation, vector similarity and various extensions of them [17]; 2) produce a prediction for the active
user based on the ratings of similar users found, or based
on the computed information of items similar to those chosen by the active user. Such recommender systems are easyto-implement and highly effective. However, there are several limitations for the memory-based CF techniques, such
as sparsity and scalability [17].
To overcome the shortcomings of memory-based methods, model-based approaches have been proposed and
actively studied, which establish a model using the
observed ratings that can interpret the given data and predict the unknown ratings. Many learning models have been
used for modeling the rating process, such as Bayesian
model [18], regression-based model [19], latent semantic
model [20], clustering model and matrix factorization
model [21], [22], [23], [24]. Among all these models, matrix
factorization methods, such as Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [21], Weighted Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (WNMF) [22], Maximum Margin Matrix Factorization
(MMMF) [23] and Probabilistic Matrix Factorization
(PMF) [24], are perhaps the most popular ones in recent
years due to their efficiency in handling very huge datasets
and the good performance in other applications [25], [26].
These methods assume that the features of both user and
item lie in some low dimensional latent space and then
make predictions based on the latent features.

2.2 Clustering Collaborative Filtering
A cluster is a collection of data objects that are similar to one
another within the same cluster and are dissimilar to the
objects in other clusters. Thus, in essence, the task of clustering approach in clustering CF is to discover domains.
Recently, with the development of internet, various contextual information as well as the rating matrix are integrated
to discover some meaningful domains [27], [28], [29], [30],
[31], where the typical contexts include item attributes,
user trust, social network, and so on. That is, the above
methods explore more broad knowledge to learn their recommendation models. In this paper, our so-called clustering CF methods are on a narrow scale, which only utilizes
the user-item interaction information. Generally, such clustering CF methods can be categorized into three classes:
user-based clustering CF, item-based clustering CF and
two-side clustering CF.
User-based clustering CF is to partition users into distinct
subgroups. In order to addresses the scalability problem,
Han et al. [4] proposed a divide-and-conquer approach,
which recursively splits the large-scale original rating data
into two sub-groups, and makes the prediction within the
sub-group that the active user belongs to. Sarwar et al. [5]
clustered the complete user set based on user similarity and
considered users in the same cluster as the neighbors. Xue
et al. [6] generated clusters from the training data to provide
the basis for data smoothing and neighborhood selection
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and then predicted the rating of a particular item for the
active user by the behaviors of the neighbors. Bellogin and
Parapar [7] utilized Normalized Cut in the recommendation
process as a tool for user neighbor selection. In contrast,
item-based clustering CF approaches cluster items into distinct subgroups. The representative work is proposed by
O’Connor and Herlocker [8], which utilizes existing data
partitioning and clustering algorithms to partition the set of
items based on user rating data. Predictions are then conducted independently within each partition.
There are also many algorithms considering both sides
simultaneously which are more similar to our methods.
Ungar et al. [9] clustered users and items separately using
variations of k-means and Gibbs sampling. Their CF performance on synthetic data is good, but not good on real data.
Si and Jin [10] extended existing clustering algorithms for
CF by clustering both users and items at the same time,
allowing each user and item to be in multiple clusters
and modeling the clusters of users and items separately.
Banerjee et al. [11] presented a substantially generalized coclustering framework wherein any Bregman divergence can
be used in the objective function and applied this method to
the CF task. George and Merugu [12] obtained user and
item neighborhoods via co-clustering and generated predictions based on the average ratings of the co-clusters while
taking the biases of the users and items into account. Xu
et al. [13] proposed an unified framework to extend the traditional CF algorithms by utilizing the subgroups information to improve the top-N recommendation performance.
Our proposed approach is different from the above clustering CF methods. First, in most of the above methods,
each user or item can be clustered into one single cluster
only, whereas some recommender systems may benefit
from the ability of clustering users and items into several
clusters at the same time. Our user-item subgroup analysis
allows a user or an item to appear in multiple subgroups.
Second, for all above clustering CF methods, clustering is
only an intermediate step. In other words, these methods
are divided into two independent stages: clustering users or
items into some sub-groups first, and then making rating
prediction within each sub-group. Such sequential processing may not utilize the observed data fully. Thus, we integrate the rating prediction model and domain detection
model into a unified framework, to best use of the available
rating data and make the both stages boost each other. In
addition, DsRec could handle the data sparsity problem better. Usually, data sparsity may lead that there are no common rated items for some users, who actually share similar
interests. Thus, for the typical CF methods, the exact
similarities among these users cannot be obtained (for memory-based CF), or the latent representations of these users
may be different completely (for matrix factorization style
model-based CF). In DsRec, these users may still be
grouped into the same subgroup if their rated items have
similar attributes and they would be closer in the latent
space due to the same pseudo domain labels.

3

OUR APPROACH

In this section, we first introduce an overview of our recommendation framework for DsRec, in which the motivation
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of our proposed method are also given. Then we discuss the
main components consisted in the framework and their
implementations.

3.1 Framework Overview
The goal of DsRec is to perform domain sensitive recommendation by jointly discovering user-item subgroups and
predicting domain-specific user-item correlation, where
only the user-item ratings are explored. It is motivated by
the assumption that the collaborative effect among users
varies across different domains. To achieve such a goal, we
design a unified framework with three components: the factorization model for rating prediction, the bi-clustering
model for domain detection, and the regression regularization items as the bridge between the above two models.
The basic ideas behind the three components are given as
follows. First, the typical matrix factorization model is
adopted to find user-specific and item-specific latent factors
to reconstruct the observable user-item ratings, and we can
utilize the learned factors to predict the rating of any useritem pair. Second, a bi-clustering model is formulated to
make full use of the duality between users and items to cluster them into subgroups. The underlying assumption is that
the labels of a user and an item for their subgroup identification should be the same if they are strongly associated, i.e., a
high rated user-item pair should be grouped together.
Third, the regression regularization attempts to learn the
mappings from the latent factor representations of users
(and items) to their confidence distribution belonging to different subgroups, where the former is learned from the factorization model, and the latter is explored in the biclustering model. Simply, the rating prediction model and
the domain detection model are both estimated based on
the observable user-item ratings. The regression terms are
considered as a bridge between the both above models, in
order to learn more discriminative latent spaces of users
and items for recommendation and domain identification.
From this view, the unified model is tightly integrated with
the three models, and they enhance each other.
3.2 Rating Prediction Model
As a typical solution, matrix factorization is adopted for
rating prediction in our work. Suppose we have a useritem rating matrix R 2 RNM describing N users’ numerical ratings on M items. Since in the real-world, each user
usually rates a very small portion of items, the matrix R is
extremely sparse. A matrix factorization approach seeks to
approximate the rating matrix R by a multiplication of
K-rank factors,
R  UT V;

(1)

where U 2 RKN and V 2 RKM with K < minðN; MÞ. Column vectors Un and Vm represent user-specific and itemspecific latent feature vectors, respectively.
Traditionally, the SVD method is utilized to approximate
a rating matrix R by
1
min jjR  UT Vjj2F ;
2

(2)
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where jj:jj2F denotes the Frobenius norm. However, due to
the reason that R contains a large number of missing values,
we only need to factorize the observed ratings in R. Hence,
we rewrite the Eq. (2) as
min
U;V

N X
M
1X
dnm jjRnm  UTn Vm jj2F ;
2 n¼1 m¼1

(3)

where dnm is an indicator function that is equal to 1 if the
n-th user rates the m-th item and equal to 0 otherwise.
In order to avoid overfitting, two regularization terms are
added into Eq. (3). Hence we have
min
U;V

N X
M
1X
u
v
dnm jjRnm  UTn Vm jj2F þ jjUjj2F þ jjVjj2F ;
2 n¼1 m¼1
2
2

(4)
where u ; v > 0. The optimization problem in Eq. (4) also
contains a nice probabilistic interpretation with Gaussian
observation noise, which is detailed in [24].

3.3 Domain Detection Model
In this section, we will systematically interpret how to
detect user-item subgroups (domains) with a bi-clustering
model, which is also a two-sided clustering solution. It has
been shown that the two-sided clustering often yields
impressive performance over traditional one-sided clustering algorithms. More importantly, the resulting co-clustered
subgroups may reveal valuable insights from the item
attributes. For example, John likes both iPhone6Plus and a
Louis Vuitton bag. If our bi-clustering model groups John,
iPhone6Plus, and Louis Vuitton together, we can explain
the domain is related to luxury consumption, since both
iPhone6Plus and Louis Vuitton are luxury products. Different from [2], [3], the only information we have is the useritem rating matrix R. Considering that user tastes and item
attributes are not exclusive but diverse (e.g., John prefers to
consume both electronic devices and luxury products), the
goal of user-item subgroup analysis is to simultaneously
assign the N users and M items with the confidence distribution over C subgroups. Different from the traditional CoClustering algorithem [32], [33], our user-item subgroup
analysis allows a user or an item to appear in multiple subgroups and confidence distributions are required instead of
partition matrices.
In our framework, the domain detection model works on
the assumption that a high rating score rated by a user to an
item encourages the user and the item to be assigned to the
same subgroups together. As a transitive result, the items
highly rated by the same user are probably grouped
together, and the same to the case that the users who prefers
to the same item. Accordingly, we can obtain some useritem subgroups each consisting of a subset of items and a
group of users who interested in those items. The above
simple example about John’s consumption can also be used
to explain the idea of demain detection. Since John gives
high rating scores to the both products of iPhone6Plus and
a Louis Vuitton bag, we think John, iPhone6Plus, and the
Louis Vuitton bag should belong to the same subgroup.
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Specifically, we model the relationship between users
and items using a bipartite graph. In the bipartite graph
model, N users and M items are two sets of vertices. An
edge between the n-th user and the m-th item exists if and
only if the user has rated the item, and the edge weight is
set to be Rnm , which represents the association between the
user-item pair. Let Q 2 RCN and P 2 RCM be confidence
distribution matrices for users and items, and the column
vectors Qn and Rm indicate the confidence distribution of
the n-th user and the m-th item over C subgroups respectively. In order to make those strongly associated users and
items (i.e., the items are highly rated by the users) be
grouped into the same subgroups, we minimize the following loss function:
2
0
1



N X
M

X
1
Pm 
B Qn
C
dnm @pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Rnm A;
min
row


Q;P 2
(5)
col
D
nn
n¼1 m¼1
D 

mm

s:t:
row

Q; P  0;

T

Q 1C ¼ 1N ;

PT 1C ¼ 1M ;

NN

where D 2 R
is the diagonal degree matrix of users
PM
with Drow
¼
d
Rnm and Dcol 2 RMM is the diagonal
nm
nn
m¼1
PN
degree matrix of items with Dcol
mm ¼
n¼1 dnm Rnm . And the
T
combined constraints Q; P  0 and Q 1C ¼ 1N , PT 1C ¼ 1M
force each element of Q, P to stay in the range of ½0; 1.
Though user tastes and item attributes are not exclusive,
they should not be dispersive over too many domains.
Thus, two 1-norm regularization items, encouraging confidence distributions sparse, are added to Eq. (5). Hence,
we have
2
0
1




N X
M
X
1
Pm 
B Qn
C
 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Rnm A
dnm @pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
min
row


Q;P 2
col
D
nn
n¼1 m¼1
Dmm 

(6)
N
M
hq X
hr X
jjQn jj1 þ
jjPm jj1 ;
þ
2 n¼1
2 m¼1
s:t:

Q; P  0;

QT 1C ¼ 1N ;

For user-specific latent factor representation U and the
users’ confidence distribution matrix Q, we attempt to learn
a mapping matrix A 2 RCK based on the following regression loss function:
1
g
min jjAU  Qjj2F þ a jjAjj2F ;
2
2

(7)

where g a > 0, and the penalty term g2a jjAjj2F is introduced to
avoid the overfitting problem.
Similarly, we define the loss function for item-specific
latent factor representation V and the items’ confidence distribution matrix R as follows:
1
g
min jjBV  Pjj2F þ b jjBjj2F ;
2
2

(8)

where g b > 0, and B 2 RCK is the learned mapping matrix
similar to A in Eq. (7) .

3.5 The Unified Model
To integrate the above three components into a unified
framework, we get the final objective function as follows:
minOðU; V; Q; P; A; BÞ
U;V

¼

N X
M
1X
dnm jjRnm  UTn Vm jj2F
2 n¼1 m¼1

u
v
jjUjj2F þ jjVjj2F
2
2
2
0
1



N
M

aXX
Q
P
m 
B
C
n
þ
dnm @pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Rnm A

 Drow
2 n¼1 m¼1
col
nn
D 

þ

mm

þ

(9)

N
M
ahq X
ah X
jjQn jj1 þ r
jjPm jj1
2 n¼1
2 m¼1

ba
b g
jjAU  Qjj2F þ a a jjAjj2F
2
2
bb
bb g b
2
jjBjj2F ;
þ jjBV  PjjF þ
2
2
Q; P  0; QT 1C ¼ 1N ; PT 1C ¼ 1M ;
þ

PT 1C ¼ 1M ;

where hq ; hr > 0.

3.4 Regression Regularization Terms
The idea behind the regression regularization is that the
latent factor representations of users (and items) are
required to reflect the preferences of users (and the attributes of items) across different domains. In other words, the
latent factor representations should be discriminative
enough to find the subgroup distributions of users and
items, and in turn some domain information should be
embedded into the latent factor representations for rating
prediction.
In Eq. (6) above, Q and P, denote the confidence distribution matrices for users and items over different domains.
The confidence distributions can be considered as soft
pseudo domain labels to guide the construction of the userspecific latent space U and the item-specific latent space V.
That is, the goal of the regression regularization is to find
the mapping matrices from the user-specific latent space U
and the item-specific latent space V to the subgroup identification vectors of Q and P respectively.
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s:t:

where a; ba ; bb > 0 are weighting parameters to balance different parts.
Through the unified model, we tightly connect the rating
prediction model and the domain detection model together
by the two regression regularized terms. On one hand, such
a unified model ensures the collaborative effect among
users varies across different domains. On the other hand,
the domain-sensitive recommendation reduces the distances among the users within similar domains even they have
no common rated items under the data sparsity condition.

4

OPTIMIZATION

The joint optimization function in Eq. (9) is convex w.r.t. U,
V, Q, P, A and B respectively, but not simultaneously.
Thus, we iteratively optimize the above objective function
by the following six alternate steps:
1)
2)

Keep Q, U fixed, update A;
Keep P, V fixed, update B;
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3) Keep V, Q and A fixed, update U;
4) Keep U, P and B fixed, update V;
5) Keep P, U and A fixed, update Q;
6) Keep Q, V and B fixed, update P;
We summarize the updating algorithm in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Algorithm of DsRec
Input:
user-item rating matrix R,
rank K, number of subgroup C
parameters u , v , a, ba , bb , hq , hr , g a and g b
Output:
latent factor representation U, V
1: Randomly initialize U, V;
2: Randomly initialize Q, P with nonnegative;
3: Normalize Q, P;
4: loop
5: Fix Q and U, update A as in Eq. (12);
6: Fix P and V, update B as in Eq. (13);
7: Fix V, Q and A, compute derivative of U as in Eq. (14)
and update U using gradient descent method;
8: Fix U, P and B, compute derivative of V as in Eq. (15)
and update V using gradient descent method;
9: Fix P, U and A, update Q as in Eq. (20) and normalize
Q so that QT 1C ¼ 1N ;
10: Fix Q, V and B, update P as in Eq. (21) and normalize
P so that PT 1C ¼ 1M ;
11: end loop until convergence

(10)

@O
¼ bb ðBV  PÞVT þ bb g b B:
@B

(11)

2
0
1



 Q
Pm 
B
C
n
 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Rnm A
LðPÞ ¼
dnm @pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

 Drow
2 n¼1 m¼1
col
nn
Dmm 

N X
M
aX

þ

ahr
b
jjPm jj1 þ b jjBV  Pjj2F þ TrðCT PÞ;
2 m¼1
2

where Trð:Þ denotes the trace of matrix.
Generally, for the 1-norm sparsity function, the objective
is not continuously differentiable and the most straightforward gradient-based methods are difficult to apply. However, in Eqs. (16) and (17), the nonnegative constraints ease
the problem of 1-norm regularization. Requiring derivatives
of LðQÞ w.r.t. Qcn and LðPÞ w.r.t. Pcm , we have
0
1
M
X
@L
Rnm B Qcn
Pcm C
¼a
dnm pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃA
@pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
@Qcn
Drow
Drow
nn
nn
m¼1
Dcol

B ¼ PVT ðVVT þ g b IÞ1 :

(13)

þ ahq Qcn þ ba ðQ  AUÞcn þ Fcn ;

(14)
N
X


@O
¼
dnm UTn Vm  Rnm Un þ v Vm þ bb ðBT BV  BT RÞm :
@Vm n¼1

(15)

1

N
X

@L
Rnm B Pcm
Qcn C
¼a
dnm qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ @qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ  pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
@Pcm
col
col
Drow
nn
n¼1
D
D
mm

(19)

mm

þ ahr Pcm þ bb ðP  BVÞcm þ Ccm :
Using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions
Fcn Qcn ¼ 0 and Ccm Rcm ¼ 0, we have the following updating rules

4.2 The Updating Rules for U and V
Similar to [24], the local minimum of the objective function
of U and V can be found with the gradient descent method.
Thus, U and V are updated with the derivatives of objective
function as follows:
M
X


@O
¼
dnm UTn Vm  Rnm Vm þ u Un þ ba ðAT AU  AT QÞn ;
@Un m¼1

(18)

mm

We set the derivatives to zero and obtain the analytical solutions as
(12)

(17)

M
X

0

A ¼ QUT ðUUT þ g a IÞ1 ;
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4.3 The Updating Rules for Q and P
Let F and C be the Lagrange multiplier matrices for the
nonnegative constraints of Q  0 and P  0, respectively.
Keeping the parts of O which are related to corresponding
variables, the Lagrange functions of Q and P are defined as
follows:
2
0
1




N X
M
X
a
Pm 
B Qn
C
dnm @pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Rnm A
LðQÞ ¼

 Drow
2 n¼1 m¼1
col
nn
Dmm 

(16)
N
X
ahq
b
jjQn jj1 þ a jjAU  Qjj2F þ TrðFT QÞ;
þ
2 n¼1
2

4.1 The Updating Rules for A and B
The derivatives of objective function w.r.t. A and B can be
calculated as
@O
¼ ba ðAU  QÞUT þ ba g a A;
@A
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a
Qcn

PM

Qcn

Rcm

nm pPﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
cm ﬃ
pRﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
þ ba ðAUÞþ
cn
row
col

Dnn

Dmm

ðað1 þ hq Þ þ ba ÞQcn þ ba ðAUÞ
cn
a

Rcm

m¼1 dnm

PN

n¼1 dnm

nm ﬃ pQ
cn
pRﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
þ bb ðBVÞþ
cm
row
col

Dmm

Dnn

ðað1 þ hr Þ þ bb ÞRcm þ bb ðBVÞ
cm

;

(20)

;

(21)

YjYj

where Yþ ¼ YþjYj
2  0 and Y ¼ 2  0.

5

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we use real-world user-item rating data to
empirically validate the effectiveness of our proposed
model for rating prediction.
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TABLE 1
Basis Statistics of the Datasets Movielens-100 K,
Epinions, and Ciao
Movielens-100 K

Epinions

Ciao

943
1,682
100,000
106.04
59.45
93.70%

21,109
13,957
433,507
20.54
31.06
99.85%

5,636
4,147
98,529
17.48
23.76
99.58%

# of users
# of items
# of ratings
# of ratings per user
# of ratings per item
Rating Sparsity

5.1 Datasets
We examine how DsRec behaves on the classic movie rating
dataset Movielens-100 K1 and two product review datasets:
Epinions and Ciao.2
Movielens-100 K is collected through the MovieLens
web site. It consists of 100,000 ratings (1-5) from 943 users
on 1,682 movies and each user has rated at least 20 movies. Epinions and Ciao are well-known consumer opinion
websites where users can assign their familiar products
integer ratings from 1 to 5. The two datasets used in this
study are published by the authors of [34] including data
records until May 2011. Note that the original Epinions
dataset consists of 22,166 users who have rated on
296,277 different items, while the original Ciao dataset
consists of 7,375 users who have rated on 106,797 different items. To build a compact and informative dataset for
model learning, we expect to maintain those active users
and popular items in original dataset. Specifically, we
first remove the users who rate less than 10 items and
then remove the items which has less than 10 ratings by
the users. Thus we obtain a Epinions subset and a Ciao
subset whose detailed statistics are shown in Table 1.
Compared to Movielens-100 K, these two datasets are
much sparser.
5.2 Evaluation Measures
In the experimental evaluations, we use the Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) to measure the prediction quality of our proposed model in comparison with other CF methods. The
measure of MAE is defined as:
MAE ¼

1X
^ n;m j;
jRnm  R
T n;m
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(22)

where Rnm denotes the rating score which is given by the
^ n;m denotes the predicted ratn-th user to the m-th item, R
ing score corresponding to the n-th user and the m-th
item, and T denotes the number of tested ratings. From the
definition, we can see a smaller MAE value means a better
performance.

5.3 Compared Methods
In order to show the effectiveness of our proposed recommendation approach, we compare the recommendation
results of DsRec with the following methods:
1. http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
2. http://www.public.asu.edu/ jtang20/datasetcode/truststudy.htm

WNMF [22]: Weighted Nonnegative Matrix Factorization. We set the weight to 1 if the rating is
observed, otherwise, it is set to 0. Thus, only
observed ratings are used to train the model, and
the missing ratings are predicted by the reconstructed matrix.
 SVD [21]: Singular Value Decomposition. We first
remove sparsity by filling the missing data in the
user-item rating matrix with the average rating of
the corresponding item. And then we normalize the
matrix by subtraction of the corresponding customer’s average rating. The rating prediction is made by
the matrix reconstruction.
 PMF [24]: Probabilistic Matrix Factorization, a widely
used matrix factorization model for recommendation.
The regularization parameters in the model is set by
the grid {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10}. DsRec ignoring
the user-item subgroup analysis degrades into PMF.
 UserClu: this method groups users with k-means and
performs basis CF method within the clusters.
We adopt PMF as the basis CF method, and also
try the regularization parameter as that in PMF
experiments.
 ItemClu: this method groups items with k-means and
performs basis CF method within the clusters just
like UserClu.
 CoClust [12]: a collaborative filtering approach based
on a weighted co-clustering algorithm. this method
generates predictions based on the average ratings
of the co-clusters (user-item neighborhoods) while
taking into account the individual biases of the users
and items.
 MCoC [13]: CF using Multiclass Co-Clustering. A
staged framework to combine subgroups analysis
with basis CF models. We also adopt PMF as the
basis CF method just like UserClu.
In the comparison, the first three methods are traditional
and popular collaborative recommendation techniques
without considering the domain influence, and the other
four methods are clustering based collaborative recommendation techniques, in which UserClu and ItemClu are onesided clustering based solution for domain detection, and
CoClust [12] and MCoC [13] are two-sided clustering based
ones. As stated above, our proposed DsRec is a two-sided
clustering method, and the main difference from the compared work is that the domain detection and rating prediction are unified into the same framework, instead of
performing the both tasks in a divide-and-conquer style.
We will present their performance and comprehensively
analyze the results to demonstrate the effectiveness of our
method as follows.

5.4 Experimental Results
For each dataset, we use different observed data divisions
(20, 50 and 80 percent) in our experiments. Training data 80
percent, for example, means we randomly select 80 percent
of observed ratings from user-item rating matrix as the
training data to predict the remaining 20 percent ratings.
We also set different latent factor dimension (K) to test the
matrix factorization methods. 10 random divisions of
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TABLE 2
MAE Comparison on Movielens-100 K (a ¼ 100, b ¼ 100, and C ¼ 10)
WNMF

SVD

PMF

UserClu

ItemClu

CoClust

MCoC

DsRec

20%

K=5
K=10
K=15
K=20

0.8366  0.0022
0.8348  0.0009
0.8368  0.0022
0.8337  0.0015

0.8057  0.0015
0.8058  0.0012
0.8063  0.0021
0.8069  0.0012

0.8261  0.0028
0.8257  0.0031
0.8234  0.0024
0.8238  0.0008

0.8525  0.0025
0.8742  0.0027
0.8671  0.0017
0.8694  0.0032

0.8624  0.0021
0.8620  0.0022 0.8020  0.0035
0.8580  0.0013
0.8545  0.0011

0.8029  0.0033
0.8159  0.0015
0.8180  0.0022
0.8160  0.0019

0.7592  0.0013
0.7670  0.0011
0.7721  0.0006
0.7714  0.0013

50%

K=5
K=10
K=15
K=20

0.7955  0.0010
0.7933  0.0012
0.7947  0.0026
0.7955  0.0020

0.7691  0.0023
0.7663  0.0011
0.7667  0.0012
0.7686  0.0017

0.7748  0.0018
0.7703  0.0022
0.7721  0.0023
0.7720  0.0029

0.8075  0.0011
0.8335  0.0023
0.8249  0.0029
0.8146  0.0021

0.7906  0.0021
0.8216  0.0018 0.7670  0.0016
0.8147  0.0032
0.8126  0.0010

0.7560  0.0031
0.7563  0.0022
0.7585  0.0012
0.7513  0.0032

0.7277  0.0014
0.7349  0.0017
0.7394  0.0015
0.7409  0.0015

80%

K=5
K=10
K=15
K=20

0.7790  0.0012
0.7784  0.0013
0.7772  0.0016
0.7747  0.0022

0.7485  0.0010
0.7407  0.0023
0.7408  0.0031
0.7430  0.0022

0.7348  0.0023
0.7343  0.0019
0.7358  0.0015
0.7370  0.0022

0.7682  0.0017
0.7834  0.0027
0.7847  0.0012
0.7869  0.0022

0.7548  0.0011
0.7777  0.0020 0.7560  0.0023
0.7694  0.0028
0.7734  0.0022

0.7213  0.0011
0.7337  0.0033
0.7229  0.0019
0.7243  0.0022

0.7060  0.0014
0.7108  0.0021
0.7134  0.0023
0.7162  0.0018

observed ratings are carried independently, and the average
results are reported.
In all the experiments of DsRec conducted in this paper,
we set the regularization parameters u ¼ v ¼ 0:1,
hq ¼ hp ¼ 1 and g a ¼ g b ¼ 10 empirically. We also set the
weighting coefficient ba ¼ bb ¼ b. For those clustering CF
methods (UserClu, ItemClu, CoClust, MCoC and DsRec),
the number of subgroups (C) is set to 10 in all the experiments. The performance sensitivity in terms of the key
parameters, including a, b, and C, will be discussed in
Section 5.5.
Table 2 summarizes the performance of different methods on Movielens-100 K, where the parameters a and b are
set to 100 and 100, respectively. The experimental results on
Epinions are shown in Table 3, where the parameters a and
b are sets to 10 and 1,000, respectively. Table 4 shows the
experimental results on Ciao, where the parameters a and b
are sets to 100 and 1,000 respectively. These experiments
reveal a number of interesting points:



Our method DsRec consistently outperforms other
approaches in all the settings on these three datasets.
This verifies the effectiveness of our method.
The performance of CoClust, MCoC and DsRec outperform that of WNMF, SVD, and PMF. This illustrates that domain detection can improve the rating
prediction accuracy. The performance of UserClu
and ItemClu are not satisfactory. The reason may be
that the user-item rating matrix is too sparse, which









results in clustering by simple k-means cannot discovers meaningful domains.
As a kind of two-sided clustering solution, MCoC
and DsRec achieve better performance than those
one-sided clustering solutions, e.g., UserClu, ItemClu, and CoClust. The reason is that the two-sided
clustering can make full use of the intra- and intercorrelations of users and items in the rating matrix.
DsRec consistently achieves better results than
MCoC. Different from the staged style of MCoC,
DsRec integrates domain detection and rating prediction into a unified framework. Therefore, on one
hand, the train data could be fruitfully exploited. On
the other hand, as mentioned above, DsRec could
alleviate the data sparsity problem better than the
staged style methods.
Different from other matrix factorization methods,
there is a significant character for WNMF which is
more sensitive with the change of the latent factor
dimension. In certain range, with the increasing of
parameter K, the performance of WNMF is
improved markedly.
A surprising finding is that when the user-item rating matrix is very sparse (20 percent), the performance of rating prediction by average score is not so
poor as we might expect, except that the performance of WNMF is disappointing. The reason may
be that WNMF could not capture the meaningful
basis components when the matrix is too sparse,

TABLE 3
MAE Comparison on Epinions (a ¼ 10, b ¼ 1;000, and C ¼ 10)
WNMF

SVD

PMF

UserClu

ItemClu

CoClust

MCoC

DsRec

20%

K=5
K=10
K=15
K=20

1.1007  0.0031
1.0702  0.0024
1.0538  0.0015
1.0447  0.0015

0.9310  0.0033
0.9312  0.0025
0.9314  0.0023
0.9313  0.0019

0.9405  0.0021
0.9464  0.0010
0.9465  0.0018
0.9414  0.0009

0.9773  0.0026
0.9723  0.0019
0.9701  0.0033
0.9660  0.0034

0.9864  0.0014
0.9741  0.0017 1.0754  0.0026
0.9740  0.0019
0.9692  0.0024

0.9396  0.0017
0.9389  0.0037
0.9345  0.0017
0.9356  0.0022

0.8707  0.0024
0.8675  0.0021
0.8636  0.0017
0.8587  0.0023

50%

K=5
K=10
K=15
K=20

0.9258  0.0017
0.9141  0.0020
0.8947  0.0021
0.8835  0.0020

0.8647  0.0027
0.8648  0.0015
0.8649  0.0017
0.8651  0.0016

0.8796  0.0031
0.8794  0.0016
0.8748  0.0032
0.8715  0.0027

0.9140  0.0026
0.9083  0.0025
0.8973  0.0031
0.8769  0.0028

0.9135  0.0023
0.9073  0.0031 0.8924  0.0015
0.9175  0.0018
0.8946  0.0023

0.8622  0.0013
0.8651  0.0021
0.8680  0.0022
0.8643  0.0019

0.8184  0.0025
0.8234  0.0011
0.8248  0.0017
0.8283  0.0026

80%

K=5
K=10
K=15
K=20

0.8795  0.0018
0.8727  0.0021
0.8696  0.0016
0.8525  0.0022

0.8571  0.0021
0.8572  0.0024
0.8580  0.0021
0.8582  0.0020

0.8562  0.0022
0.8598  0.0017
0.8546  0.0019
0.8556  0.0014

0.8561  0.0016
0.8862  0.0022
0.8520  0.0013
0.8430  0.0024

0.8743  0.0034
0.8556  0.0020 0.8450  0.0019
0.8674  0.0023
0.8703  0.0018

0.8420  0.0009
0.8465  0.0026
0.8467  0.0031
0.8452  0.0035

0.7979  0.0017
0.8052  0.0013
0.8103  0.0028
0.8120  0.0024
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TABLE 4
MAE Comparison on Ciao (a ¼ 100, b ¼ 1;000, and C ¼ 10)
WNMF

SVD

PMF

UserClu

ItemClu

CoClust

MCoC

DsRec

20%

K=5
K=10
K=15
K=20

1.1241  0.0033
1.0970  0.0028
1.0813  0.0024
1.0667  0.0028

0.9050  0.0030
0.9070  0.0036
0.9084  0.0031
0.9092  0.0021

0.8780  0.0021
0.8782  0.0031
0.8777  0.0033
0.8774  0.0015

0.9120  0.0022
0.8927  0.0025
0.8871  0.0025
0.8830  0.0036

0.9118  0.0035
0.8912  0.0020 1.0283  0.0032
0.8851  0.0029
0.8850  0.0032

0.8637  0.0029
0.8644  0.0031
0.8659  0.0030
0.8638  0.0031

0.8423  0.0027
0.8193  0.0028
0.8108  0.0027
0.8142  0.0023

50%

K=5
K=10
K=15
K=20

0.8991  0.0033
0.8731  0.0026
0.8573  0.0028
0.8466  0.0029

0.8034  0.0025
0.8071  0.0032
0.8097  0.0027
0.8112  0.0033

0.8420  0.0029
0.8402  0.0031
0.8377  0.0031
0.8355  0.0036

0.8730  0.0030
0.8744  0.0019
0.8452  0.0025
0.8537  0.0032

0.8548  0.0027
0.8341  0.0031 0.7928  0.0025
0.8372  0.0025
0.8351  0.0027

0.8350  0.0024
0.8348  0.0037
0.8235  0.0029
0.8238  0.0023

0.7738  0.0026
0.7692  0.0029
0.7716  0.0033
0.7650  0.0020

80%

K=5
K=10
K=15
K=20

0.8289  0.0027
0.8187  0.0021
0.8026  0.0031
0.7974  0.0033

0.7895  0.0026
0.7935  0.0031
0.7950  0.0033
0.7940  0.0028

0.8054  0.0023
0.8067  0.0028
0.8077  0.0020
0.8048  0.0032

0.8249  0.0028
0.8383  0.0027
0.8409  0.0037
0.8365  0.0034

0.8107  0.0020
0.8204  0.0025 0.7556  0.0031
0.8168  0.0031
0.8157  0.0028

0.7823  0.0033
0.7851  0.0030
0.7789  0.0035
0.7834  0.0031

0.7467  0.0021
0.7416  0.0025
0.7484  0.0032
0.7482  0.0029

while other methods have a strong ability to mine
useful information from the observed ratings.
To further evaluate the effectiveness of various
approaches, we perform the two-sample t-test to analyze
their statistical significance, for which only the best three
methods (i.e., CoCluster, MCoC, and our proposed DsRec)
are considered in the evaluation. Specifically, 20 random
divisions of observed ratings are carried independently for
the above three approaches, and we perform the two-sample t-tests for each pair of approaches, in which the null
hypothesis is stated as that the two samples have the same
means. Table 5 gives the p-value comparison in t-test. From
the results, we can clearly see the superiority of our solution, since the p-values are much less than the significance
level (0:05).
Besides, we compute the average rating scores within
each subgroup (i.e., the average rating scores of the rating
submatrix which corresponds to the subgroup), to show the
effectiveness of our domain detection model. If the confidence value Qcn ðRcm Þ > C1 , the user (item) is considered to
belong to the c-th subgroup. The average rating scores, indicated by the blue points, are illustrated in Fig. 2. Level lines
indicate the average rating scores of the total dataset (i.e.,
the average rating scores of the rating matrix). All these
blue points are above the level line over all these three datasets, which is in line with what we expected. Because DsRes
just attempts to group the users and items into the same

subgroup if the users rate the items with high scores. Thus,
the domain detection model is effective.

5.5 Impact of Parameters
In this section, we mainly discuss the impact of parameters
in the unified model. As stated above, we set the regularization parameters u ¼ v ¼ 0:1, hq ¼ hp ¼ 1 and g a ¼ g b ¼ 10
as constants empirically during our experiments. Observed
from Table 2, 3, 4, DsRec is not so sensitive to the variation
of K, i.e., the latent factor dimension. In the following
experiments, we set K ¼ 10, and use 80 percent observed
data division as training data. Beyond all that, the main
parameters, i.e., a, b and C, remain for discussion in the following. The three parameters are closely related to the roles
of rating prediction and domain detection in the unified
framework. Specifically, a is the weighting coefficient of
user-item subgroup detection model, b (b ¼ ba ¼ bb ) is the
weighting coefficient of regression regularization items, and
C is the number of subgroups. Figs. 3, 4 and 5 illustrate the
impact of these parameters on three data sets, respectively.
Fig. 3 shows the variation of performance with respect to
a. The larger a means the role of domain detection is more
important. From the results, we find the performance variation is not very remarkable with respect to the parameter,
but we can still find the best choice of a are 10 for Epinions
and 100 for both Movielens-100 K and Ciao. From Fig. 4, it
can be observed that DsRec is very sensitive to the variation

TABLE 5
Statistical Significance Analysis with P-Values Comparison in t-Test
Movielens-100 K

Epinions

Ciao

(a ¼ 100, b ¼ 100, C ¼ 10)

(a ¼ 10, b ¼ 1;000, C ¼ 10)

(a ¼ 100, b ¼ 1;000, C ¼ 10)

DsRec versus MCoC DsRec versus CoClust DsRec versus MCoC DsRec versus CoClust DsRec versus MCoC DsRec versus CoClust
K=5
20% K=10
K=15
K=20

1.37E-39
1.35E-48
2.77E-45
2.46E-46

3.41E-40
7.10E-28
1.38E-37
5.04E-30

2.19E-48
1.78E-45
1.11E-51
1.74E-51

1.88E-63
1.59E-68
8.50E-67
4.08E-63

9.75E-24
4.92E-35
7.09E-39
5.13E-38

2.58E-58
3.73E-63
3.03E-63
4.29E-62

K=5
50% K=10
K=15
K=20

2.14E-31
9.42E-28
1.48E-36
2.31E-15

1.40E-42
2.42E-36
4.42E-38
1.46E-37

1.52E-40
2.05E-46
3.25E-42
3.41E-34

1.36E-49
7.19E-58
9.06E-58
7.16E-45

7.59E-42
7.49E-39
1.17E-38
1.76E-47

2.19E-20
3.10E-26
1.75E-22
3.99E-31

K=5
80% K=10
K=15
K=20

1.61E-32
7.99E-27
3.44E-18
5.78E-15

5.18E-46
6.82E-40
2.82E-38
1.31E-39

2.87E-44
2.54E-42
4.97E-32
1.44E-34

2.45E-42
2.63E-41
4.35E-37
1.24E-38

4.71E-32
2.69E-37
9.99E-28
2.99E-32

2.01E-12
3.11E-18
6.43E-09
1.95E-08
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Fig. 2. The average rating scores and the corresponding standard variances within different subgroups when C ¼ 10. If the confidence value
Qcn ðRcm Þ > C1 , we think the user (item) belongs to the cth subgroup.

Fig. 3. Impact of the parameter a. It is a weighting coefficient of user-item subgroup analysis model. For all these experiments, we set C ¼ 10, and
b ¼ 100; 1;000; 1;000 for Movielens-100 K, Epinions, and Ciao, respectively.

Fig. 4. Impact of the parameter b ¼ ba ¼ bb. It is a weighting coefficient of regression regularization items. For all these experiments, we set C ¼ 10,
and a ¼ 100; 10; 100 for Movielens-100 K, Epinions, and Ciao, respectively. The performance of PMF [24] is used as a baseline, since DsRec will be
degenerated to be an approximate PMF model, when a too small value of b is set.

of b, and a too small or too large value is not a good selection
for the parameter. The parameter controls how much impact
is functioned between the rating predication model and the
domain detection model. Extremely, only importing the
regression regularization terms, the rating prediction model
and the domain detection model can be truly connected to
perform the domain-sensitive recommendation. That is,
when a too small value of b, DsRec will be degenarated to
be an approximate PMF model, and the performance will
become comparable with or even worse than the typical
PMF [24], whose results are also presented in Fig. 4. A too
larger value of b maybe make the learned latent factors focus
more on the discriminative ability on different domains,
while the ability of observed rating reconstruction is
neglected. From this view, the insensitivity of the parameter

a is understandable, since it cannot directly work on the
rating prediction. For Movielens-100 K, the best performance is achieved when b ¼ 100, while for Epinions and
Ciao, b is set to 1,000.
As for C, the number of subgroups, we explore the
other four related methods (i.e., MCoC [13], CoClust [12],
ItemClu, and UserClu) to compare their sensitivity to the
parameter. From the comparison in Fig. 5, we observe that
dividing users or items, or both into some subgroups is
necessary, but too small or too large number of subgroups
brings the poor performance. It is easy to understand: a
user usually tastes on a few domains, but not dispersive
over all the item set. Clustering users and items into subgroups actually do the work of collecting correlated items
and users into different clusters. Thus, a too small number
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Fig. 5. Impact of the parameter C. It is the number of subgroups. We set a to 100, 10, and 100, and b to 100, 1,000, and 1,000 for Movielens-100 K,
Epinions, and Ciao, respectively. The performance of the other clustering based methods (i.e., MCoC [13], CoClust [12], ItemClu, and UserClu), are
also explored to present an overall comparison on the variation of cluster numbers for domain-sensitive recommendation.

of subgroups cannot clearly partition different user-item
interest domains, while a too larger number of subgroups
make the preferences of the obtained clusters be shared
together, and the latent factors of users and items cannot
be discriminative enough for effective rating prediction.
We set C ¼ 10 for all the three dataset, since the value can
ensure a relatively stable and better performance in the
comparison.

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we develop a novel Domain-sensitive Recommendation algorithm, which makes rating prediction
assisted with the user-item subgroup analysis. DsRec is a
unified formulation integrating a matrix factorization model
for rating prediction and a bi-clustering model for domain
detection. Additionally, information between these two
components are exchanged through two regression regularization items, so that the domain information guides the
exploration of the latent space. Systematic experiments conducted on three real-world datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our methods. It is worth noting that our method
is totally based on the user-item rating matrix. In the future,
we will attempt to explore both user-item interaction information and some external information simultaneously for
domain detection.
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